Effie’s Woods
Deb Strain

You are cherished.

CHD 2116 Bunny Town
76” x 78” LC Friendly

CHD 2114 Be You Little One
46” x 59”

Coach House Designs

KIT 56010
When our first granddaughter, Effie, was born, her nursery theme was bunnies. Friendly, sweet bunnies. I painted a few watercolors for her room, and that inspired me to create this cozy collection.

Effie’s Woods are filled with kind, clever, curious animals, as well as ferns, mushrooms, and berries. The colors are soft, and gender-neutral - and the watercolor feel of the artwork is perfect for a cherished little one. Creating a project with this woodland theme, Effie’s Woods will tell the receiver that “You Are Loved.”

- Deb
Panels measure 24” x 44”. Each circle measures 8” x 8”, 2.75” between blocks. Rectangular block measures 18.5” x 4”. 2” between rectangle blocks and circles.
Panels measure 24” x 44”. Each circle measures 8” x 8”. 2.75” between blocks. Rectangular block measures 18.5” x 4”. 2” between rectangle blocks and circles.

OCTOBER DELIVERY
Effie’s Woods  Deb Strain

• 36 Prints  • 100% Premium Cotton
AB’s include one panel - 56010-11. F8’s, JR’s, LC’s, MC’s, & PP’s do not include panels.
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s & PP’s include two each of 56011, 56015-11 and 56016.
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